To Solari Readers

“A multicultural world is unavoidable because global empire is impossible. The preservation of the United States and the West requires the renewal of Western identity. The security of the world requires acceptance of global multiculturality.” ~ Samuel P. Huntington

By Catherine Austin Fitts
This week on The Solari Report, Saker joins me for our quarterly discussion of the emerging multipolar world.

We review the Helsinki meeting between Trump and Putin as well as Trump's participation with NATO, and the resulting reaction from a Washington establishment drowning in swamp drama.

We also cover events in the Middle East, Ukraine, and Iran.

Russia is unloading its portfolio of US Treasury securities, showboating new weapons, deploying troops on the European front and working with China to develop the Shanghai Cooperation Agreement.

Iran has fired its central bank governor and announced a new cryptocurrency to trade around US economic sanctions. Fake news is leaking that Trump is planning to bomb Iran shortly.

The White House is announcing new tariffs with China while the Congress works quietly to rescind them.

The economic and political order is – to say the least – fluid while US leadership sorts out whether it represents US citizens or multinational corporations exporting weapon systems and making sales to a rising global middle class.

See the blog post here.
Just A Taste!

Invitation to Solari Subscribers - Lunch with Catherine and Dr. Mark Skidmore, Sept 22, 2018 in Asheville, NC

“Life starts all over when it gets crisp in the fall.” ~ F. Scott Fitzgerald

Solari Report subscribers are invited to join Catherine and Dr. Mark Skidmore on Sept 22, 2018 in Asheville, North Carolina.

Dr. Mark Skidmore is a professor in the Department of Economics and holds the Morris Chair in State and Local Government Finance and Policy in the Department of Agricultural, Food, and Resource Economics at Michigan State University. He is also Director of the North Central Regional Center for Rural Development.

Dr. Skidmore was the Solari Hero of the Year for 2017 in recognition for his contribution to understanding the size of and the unanswered questions surrounding
the **undocumentable adjustments at DOD and HUD**.

This will provide a wonderful opportunity for you to meet Dr. Skidmore, Catherine and other Solari Report subscribers in the area.

Learn more [here](#). (Be sure to be logged in)

---

"**Scientists for Peace, Planetary Consciousness and Ethics**"

**October 19-21, 2018**

**International Conference** – The venue will be the Hall of Culture in Città della Pieve, a little middle age town between Florence and Rome in the heart of Italy.

Today people need a new science that spreads ethics and involves all aspects of life – from biology to cosmology, from physics to consciousness – so that applied sciences like engineering and medicine will be expressions of harmonious relationships.

This change of the paradigm in science is vital to our future. Humanity needs to develop a new understanding of life in the universe.

Now the joint technological capabilities have reached a point that threatens the end of human history: ethics in science has never been so important.

**Three days of full immersion in debates and exchanges, hosted in one of the most beautiful regions of Italy, its “green heart”, Umbria.**

Scientists, engineers, medical doctors, economists and educators of international renown, recognized for their commitment for common good, have been invited to give the possible answers to the following questions.

Learn more [here](#).
FAQ: How Do I Access the Full Archive of Subscriber Content?

Solari Report subscriber content is located on two URLs:

home.solari.com

You can access your subscriber content by logging in at home.solari.com. Everything we have published during the last year (growing to two years) is on this URL.

Each Solari Report has a commentary, containing description, an introductory video excerpt and audio files and transcripts.

You can access all these materials from the Navigation Bar under Solari Report or main sections on the home page: Weekly Interviews, Money & Markets Commentary, Quarterly and Annual Wrap Ups.

For quick access you can pull up a table of all audios and transcripts by clicking on the graphic of a microphone at the top of the page. That will give you a link to the commentary, audio files and transcripts.

Each Quarterly and Annual Wrap Up comes with a web presentation which is completed first, transcripts for individual parts and then a full graphic PDF treatment, flip book and hard copy which are published after we have produced the individual
sections in audio form with web presentation and transcripts. Subscribers who sign up for the digital + print subscription automatically receive the hard copy. Subscribers who are signed up for digital can purchase hard copies at the Solari Store.

If you are new subscriber, you will want to check out Core Concepts (See right hand lower corner on the home page). This will help you access some of the ideas and terms we use at the Solari Report.

Continue reading here.

---

**Highlights from Last Week - 2nd Quarter Wrap Up 2018: The Rise of the Asian Consumer**

The rise of the Asian consumer will have a powerful impact on your life, work, investments, and community for years to come.

Asian growth is driving many current trends, from the rise of megacities, to the heated competition to produce self-driving cars, to wild swings and mergers and acquisitions in pork, wine, and other agricultural markets, and to scores of Western schools adding Mandarin to their curriculum. It is also inspiring fierce competition in currency and financial markets, leadership in technology and space, and growing trade wars.

The goal of our *2nd Quarter 2018 Wrap Up* is to help you understand what is happening and to inspire you to anticipate what it can and will mean to you. I will look at the impact on economics, financial markets, geopolitics, and consumer products as well as local communities— as scores of successful Asians and their children study, invest, work, and immigrate globally.

I knew how important this trend was before I started to write the *2nd Quarter 2018 Wrap Up*. Having spent the last few months studying it in depth, I appreciate what a complex, fascinating topic it is – and how valuable it will be for you to navigate the changes underway.

Make sure to check out the *2nd Quarter 2018 Wrap Up* web presentation. We have
an excellent list of movies and documentaries. My bibliography will publish on July 27th with the audio presentation. The written presentation will follow next week.

See it here or Subscribe

About The Solari Report

A weekly 1-hour briefing with Catherine Austin Fitts and specialized experts, The Solari Report helps to navigate you through the shifting political and financial climates while building your wealth.

Learn more and subscribe here.
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